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observations



 chapter 1
  introduction

Two stories are 
going to dominate 
the 21st century.



Story #1 is about economic growth,  
especially in poor countries in ASIA and AFRICA.

...and give many more people the 
opportunity to  pursue their dreams.

CAPITALISM and FREE-MARKET ECONOMICS 
are going to create a lot of new WEALTH...

you’re feeling the 
benefits of what 

Adam Smith called 
the invisible 

hand.

You can learn 
more about that 
in the Cartoon 

Introduction to 
Economics.

i want to be an 
astronaut!

I want to be a 
dancer! 
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as a result, story #1 points in a direction 
that’s nothing short of miraculous.

wealthier families  
tend to have fewer children...

...so the world population is likely to peak at about  
10 billion people and then slowly decline. 

But what about story #2? 

A world of 2-6 billion 
well-educated and 

therefore healthy and 
wealthy people!

it seems too 
good to be 

true!

21001900 2000

enough 
already!

Having more kids 
is NOT one of my 

DREAMS!
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story #2 is about the 
environmental impact 

of all this growth and 
development. 

What’s going to happen 
when billions of 

ASIANS and AFRICANS 
all try to live like 

AMERICANS?

...Not without 
some help!

The invisible hand of 
free-market economics 
isn’t likely to fix this...
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Environmental concerns cover all sorts of topics. 

This book focuses on climate change.

overfishing

endangered species

pollution

also known  
as global 
warming.

habitat loss
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 Climate change is a politically charged issue.

but it might be possible to find some COMMON GROUND...

...by thinking of climate 
change as a threat. 

you’re a 
 denier!

you’re an 
alarmist!

Violent Video Games

list of threats:

Terrorism

National Debt

Climate Change

Asteroids 

Bird Flu 

stupidity

Junk Food

Bad Speeling

Poverty

space aliens

reality t.v.

Polluted Drinking Water.

That common
 ground better be 

6 FEET UNDER because 
we’re all going 

to DIE!

Nonsense, 
we’re all 
going to 

LIVE!

how does this 
one compare?

these are on the fridge, like 
magnetic poetry, but magnetic 

threats.

brother

dad between them

sister
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No wonder 
climate change is 
such a wicked 

problem.

Maybe it’s an existential threat...
...and maybe it’s only a minor threat...

...and maybe it’ll be decades before we know for sure. 

this book will help you make up your own mind. 

Climate change could 
turn the earth into an 

ALIEN PLANET. 
How do you know it 

 won’t be an AWESOME 
ALIEN PLANET?

and learn what you 
can do about it...

...and what we can 
all do together!

and by then it might 
 be too late to 

 do more!

Or to do 
less!

brother sister
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you might find it hard to believe that humans can 
influence the entire planet... 

...but there’s lots of scientific evidence that 
human activity is changing the climate. 

Mostly as a result of 
burning fossil fuels and 

deforestation.
and sometimes both 
at the same time!

1950s 2000s

I THINK IT WILL WORK TO 
KEEP THE HORSE AND THE CAR 

CARRYING TRUCK, BUT AND 
THEN I CAN HAVE THE LOGGER 

IN FRONT OF THE TRUCK 
CHOPPING DOWN A TREE AS IF 
HE’S PAVING THE WAY FOR A 

NEW ROAD.
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...and HOW CLIMATE CHANGE MIGHT 
AFFECT life on earth...

This book is about the science 
of climate change...

...and what we can do 
about it.

[aka global warming (“wanted” poster?) 
Or maybe scientists say “We said there’s a 

lot of evidence, and here it is!”]

part one:
observations

part two:
predictions

part three:
actions

[So the three parts are: what’s 
happening, how bad will it be, what can 

we do about it?]
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A good place to start is with a few definitions...

CLIMATE refers to what the weather in a certain place is USUALLY LIKE. 

...so You should think of CLIMATE as 
AVERAGE WEATHER...

USUALLY doesn’t mean ALWAYS...

...and climate change as a change in average weather.

Seattle in July has 
sunny skies 90% 

of the time.

Afternoon highs  
are usually 21-28C  

(69-82F)...

Sounds 
perfect for 
a wedding!

Sorry!  
This is very 
UnUSUAL.

CLIMATE is LIKE YOUR 
PERSONALITY.

WEATHER is 
LIKE YOUR 
MOOD.

On average,  
these flowers now 
bloom one week 

earlier than they 
did 50 years ago.

...And it 
almost never 

rains!
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...and it always 
will be.

...and with an observation.

Here on Planet Earth, 
climate change has 
always been a  
fact of life...

Earth’s climate  
has always 

been in flux. 
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Let’s start to answer 
 it by taking a brief look 

at the history of 
planet Earth.

Little girl: 

i thought it’d be fun to have 
warm clothes and wintry 
conditions in this panel... 
not sure it works yet, but 
perhaps there’s something 

to the brainstorm.

one scientist holds a globe, 
the other a flashlight... 

not sure it makes sense, but 
i thought there was some 
chance it could forshadow 
the energy in and out earth 

sun relationship.

Little boy: 

what do 
PEOPLE have 
to do with it? 

that’s a good 
question! 

But if the climate is 
always changing then 
what’s different 

THIS TIME?
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 chapter 2
a brief history of planet earth

Well, first 
the earth 
cooled...

Tell me 
everything 

that’s happened 
so far.

...and 
then the 

dinosaurs 
came...



in the early days it was a great  
molten ball of liquid rock...

...which belched out hot gases and water vapor  
to form the early atmosphere and oceans.

you and your 
jokes are so 
primitive!bob. rod.

What do you  
call a single-celled 

organism floating in  
a primoridal sea?

What do you  
call a single-celled 
organism shaped  

like a tube?

scientist or 
dad to young 

child, of african 
descent

that’s 50 million 
times older than 

grandpa.

4 bya4.6 bya 3 bya 2 bya 1 bya Now

The earth formed about  
4.6 billion years ago.

4.6 bya Now

primitive life forms first appeared in  
the oceans about a billion years later.
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...some of these organisms figured out 
photosynthesis... 

...which is the chemical reaction that allows  
green things like plants and algae to grow.

Photosynthesis turns 
sunlight, water and 

Carbon dioxide... 

Eek! harriet, come 
back here!

eureka!

...into things like 
broccoli and  

   bean sprouts.

Green things are 
the BASE of the 
FOOD CHAiN. 

Oh great.

Will you two  
SHUT UP!

What do you  
call a single-celled 

organism that lives in 
your mailbox?

What do you  
call a single-celled 

organism smeared on 
the wall?

Bill.
art.

I’m trying to 
CONCENTRATE!

Without THEM 
there could be 

no US.

4.6 bya Now

then, After hundreds of millions of 
years of evolution...
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peeyew!

holding nose.

Mostly water 
and carbon.

Mostly water 
and carbon.

Mostly water 
and carbon.

You are what 
you eat!

...which is crucial to 
all life on earth.

in chapter 4 we’ll 
see the influence 

of human 
activity.

...and about that much returns 
to the atmosphere through fire, 

decomposition, and respiration 
by plants and animals.

every year about  
90 billion tons of 

carbon DISSOLVES in 
seawater...

...and about that much 
returns to the atmosphere.

because the others have it, this feels like it needs a via or 
a through to explain how. eg. evaporation.

maybe “evaporates into the atmosphere?” or???

See the glossary 
for more details, 

like oceanic 
photosynthesis. 

Nowadays, green 
things play a key role in 
the carbon cycle... 

meanwhile, about 120 billion tons 
gets sucked in by plants through 

photosynthesis... 
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Getting OXYGEN (o2) into the ATMOSPHERE 
was REALLY IMPORTANT because...

 ...because it led to the creation of  
a layer of OZONE (o3) in the upper atmosphere.

They pumped lots and 
lots of oxygen into 

the atmosphere.

all of the oxygen 
in the air got 

there through 
photosynthesis!

Duh! Because 
ANIMALS  

need OXYGEN  
to breathe.

well, that’s 
true...

What’s so 
important about 

that? Well, duh.

turn the page 
to find out.

...but this was a 
billion years before 

animals.

4.6 bya Now

between about 2.5 and 1.5 billion years 
ago, however, green things did something 

perhaps even more important.
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No wonder everybody got worried when scientists discovered
 a hole in the ozone layer in the 1980s.

ozone is like 
sunscreen 

for the entire 
planet.

The sun generates 
VISIBLE LIGHT... 

...but it also generates 
DEADLY ULTRAVIOLET 

RADIATION.

Before the OZONE LAYER, the only place LIFE 
could SURVIVE was in the OCEAN.

4.6 bya now

after the ozone layer, the  
sun’s deadliest uv rays got blocked...

4.6 bya now

4.6 bya Now

...and, about about a BILLION YEARS AGO, 
life started moving ONTO THE LAND.

Oh no, harriet, 
not again!

SunscreenProtects against UVA and UVB for up to 2 HOURS.

Ozone Protects against DEADLY UVC for BILLIONS OF YEARS and counting. 

Now with CATALYTIC ACTION! 
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...which we used to put 
in aerosol cans and 

refridgerators.

despite what many people think,
The ozone hole is not closely 
related to global warming... 

...but it is valuable to compare and contrast the two issues...

...And we can take heart from the progress 
we’ve made in repairing the ozone hole.

But let’s get back to the 
HISTORY OF PLANET EARTH...

...and you can’t 
solve them all by 

recycling.

Environmental 
problems are not 

all the same... 

President Reagan 
helped phase out CFCs 
and the ozone layer is 

recovering. 

shouldn’t we mention the 
montreal protocol herer?

isn’t it more important that the 
president who happened to sign 

it? or is he in here for reasons of 
endorsing collaboration?

...which gets 
emitted whenever 
you burn stuff.

If only global 
warming were 

so easy! 

The ozone hole is 
 related to human emissions of  

ozone-destroying gases such 
as CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS 

(CFC’s)...

Global warming is related 
to human emissions of 

greenhouse gases such as 
carbon dioxide (CO2)...
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The only thing 
PERMANENT is 

CHANGE.

4.6 bya Now

The PAST BILLION YEARS have seen  
wild CHANGES in the CLIMATE.

4.6 bya Now

There WERE times when  
ice covered almost everything...

4.6 bya Now

...and at least one time when
the north pole was tropical. 

This SNOWBALL 
EARTH is FREEZING!

Good thing there 
weren’t actually 

PEOPLE back then.

Good thing there 
weren’t actually 

PEOPLE back then.

boy, i could really 
use some iced tea!

sorry, there’s 
no ice.

Yoram needs to work on this timeline.

this is the denier kid, who likes 
summer.

this is the alarmist kid, who likes 
winter.

Yoram needs to work on this timeline.
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 ...because some of the 
organisms that DIED 

then got buried...

...and eventually turned into CARBON-BASED FOSSIL FUELS.

scorpion logo like 
sinclaire

[Here’s some  HYPERLINK 
“http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Carboniferous” \l “Life” cool 

images of the pe riod.]

What do you call 
a single-celled 

organism lying  
in a hole? 

Doug.

...and cooked underground for 
hundreds of millions of years...

Knock knock

that’s where a 
lot of our COAL 
comes from... ...and plenty of 

OIL and NATURAL 
GAS too.

Who’s there?

Oil.
Oil who?

4.6 bya Now

Of central importance to our story is 
the Carboniferous period, 

some 300—350 million years ago... 

Giant 
scorpions!

Giant 
cockroaches!

Giant 
crocodiles!

Oil be back.
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...but CALM is a relative term.

Continents move at about 
the speed that your 
fingernails grow... 

...about 100 miles 
every million years.

...we said 
goodbye to the 

velociraptor...

thanks to an 
asteroid 65 million 

years ago...

...and hello to 
the chicken.

No 
snowball 
earths... ...and no 

tropical 
north 
poles!

Look,we’ve 
CALMED DOWN! wow, what 

were you like 
before?

...and species either died off or slowly 
evolved into the forms they have today.

During the last 100 million years...

...the continents slowly drifted into  
the positions they have today...

100 mya Now80 mya 60 mya 40 mya 20 mya

4.6 bya 4 bya 3 bya 2 bya 1 bya

Now100 mya

even more recently, the Earth’s climate has 
CALMED DOWN a bit...

Yoram needs to double-check this frame.
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Scientists call these 
cool parts GLACiAL 

PERIODS.

Everyone  
else calls them 

 ICE AGES.

...of warm PERiODS...

...and cool PERiODS.

100 mya Now

In particular, over the past  
2.5 million years the planet has gone 

through periodic CYCLEs...

How about a roller coaster here? We could have it 
roughly follow the temperature profile over the last 
2.5 million years, and in doing so it would foreshadow 

the stuff in the next chapter.

we only have the last 300,o00 depicted in the next 
chapter, but i suspect the roller coaster will get it 

across just fine.
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...and it wasn’t long before they 
started asking tough questions.

Ta da! 

don’t forget this character needs 
relatively dark skin.

I wonder where 
I find some 

salt?

I wonder how I 
can avoid being 

eaten?

 I wonder 
what caused 
the ice ages?

100 mya Now

modern human beings appeared in Africa 
only about 200,000 years ago... HUMAN time scales  

are way different 
 than GEOLOGIC 

time scales. 

that’s only 2,000 
times older than 

grandpa.
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 chapter 3
the ice ages

Go back 15,000 years 
and this was under a 

mile of ice!

alt, some way to expand this gag?:

Go back 15 minutes and this was xyz...

then: 

Go back 15,000 years and this was under a mile of 
ice!



early geologists hypothesized that 
there must have been ice ages.

What could have carried 
these GIANT ROCKS here 

from those DISTANT 
MOUNTAINS? or 

prehistoric 
giants!

there must have 
been massive 

glaciers!

one’s over 
greenland...

...the other’s over 
antarctica

20th century scientists confirmed this 
by studying Earth’s two remaining giant ice sheets.

these ice sheets 
were built up over 

hundreds of 
thousands of 

years.
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+4C

-4C

-8C

30
0,

00
0 

ya

20
0,

00
0 

10
0,

00
0

No
w

mind if we say this 
instead? easier to 
draw and keeps us 
from needlessly 
repeating mile of 

ice.

old:

tweak to 350,000
which is closer to what the 

graph shows?

By drilling down 
through that ice... ...and analyzing the various layers...

i’ve got a 
mile-long 
ice core!

...scientists can estimate the average surface temperature  
of planet earth far into the distant past.

i’ve got a 
6-foot cod!

Over the past 400,000 
YEARS there have been 
WARM PERIODS...

these ice cores show that Earth has usually been 
4-80C (7-140F) COLDER than it is now.

...including the 
past 10,000 

years.

but those warm 
periods have been 
the EXCEPTiONS.

 Those small 
temperatures 

changes...

 ...were enough 
to put CHICAGO 
under a MILE OF 

ICE.

 ...were 
enough to 

bury CHICAGO 
with ice.

It’s like 
COUNTING TREE 

RINGS.

Average Today
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...was mostly solved by the Serbian mathematician 
MiLUTiN MiLANKOViTCH during the First World War.

He studied the details of the earth’s orbit around the sun...

...including the tilt of the earth, which causes winters and summers.

the real mystery 
is why we’re fighting 

this dumb war!

 The mystery of   
   the ice ages...

I wonder why there 
aren’t glaciers 
here anymore?

and don’t say 
prehistoric 

giants!

...but as it does 
it meanders and 

wobbles a bit.

it orbits
 once a year...

In July the 
NORTHERN 

HEMISPHERE gets 
more sun...

...and the SOUTHERN 
HEMISPHERE is dark 

and cold.

n

s

n

s

APRIL

OCTOBER

In January the 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE is 

dark and cold...

...and the SOUthERN 
HEMISPHERE gets 

more sun. 

not to scale.
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croll giving 
technical details.

 it turns out that the tilt varies 
over tens of thousands of years.

When the TILT is stronger, SEASONS are stronger...

...and when the TILT is weaker, SEASONS are weaker.

Two other ORBITAL VARIATIONS also affect  
the strength of the seasons. 

my head is  
on fire. 

i’m getting cooked 
a more even 

amount all 
around...

...no matter what 
time of year it is.

my feet are 
on fire.

my head is 
freezing!

And now, in 
ASTRONOMy NEWS, 
the tilt of the earth 

is 23.4 degrees 
and slowly getting 

weaker.

We’ll have  
an update in   

   9,000 years.

They’re the 
MILANKOVITCH 

CYCLES.

my feet are 
freezing!
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the Milankovitch cycle theory says 
that these orbital variations...

mm dances 
around wiggling 

and jiggling.hoola hooping!

they’re wiggles 
and jiggles!

...set the rhythm for the ice ages...

...by triggering positive feedback loops.

start rock band/ marching 
band analogy here.

mm is the drummer for 
the band

i’m the 
pacemaker.

mmmmmm,  
soda.

shazam!

whew, i’m 
thirsty.
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sometimes those positive feedback loops bring the earth 
out of an ice age...

...and sometimes they send us  
back into one.

let’s see how it works in closer detail.

let’s 
snuggle.

i’m 
sleepy.

soda table here.

in this picture he 
has a blankie

yawn.

I’m going 
INTERGLACIAL!

zzzzzzzz.
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for  
A simplified 
version of  

the Milankovitch  
story... 

...imagine we’re in canada during a glacial period.

The Milankovitch cycles eventually create 
conditions with strong seasons. 

hot hot summers. cold cold winters.

that causes ICE and SNOW to give way to LAND and WATER.

Milankovitch: 

feet sticking out of hole 
in the ice.

same feet stick out of the ice, but now the hole is frozen over 
and there’s a big ice cube around the feet.

background here is land... it’s the same background as 
the above shot, but most of the above is obscured by 

glacial ice....

in this  one, there’s only ice underneath them

...or read my  
626-page book!

for more details, 
see ice ages in the 

glossary...

Now we can 
plant maple 

syrup trees! 

Lots of melting 
 ice and snow.

But there isn’t enough 
NEW SNOW to keep up 

with the summer melt.

like the one that 
peaked 20,000 
years ago.
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it sure is hot 
and loud in 

here. 

Amplifying the Milankovitch cycles are things like the ALBEDO EFFECT...   

In this way the Milankovitch cycles, combined with POSITIVE FEEDBACK LOOPS, 
create an interglacial period. 

shouldn’t this say 
something specific? 

the whole thing is an 
example after all.

how about here ... “which work to feed positive feedback loops.”
so then we can put “the albedo” where the red comment is.

...and other POSITIVE FEEDBACK LOOPS.

this is the bald bassist

they are members 
of mm’s band!

this is the lead singer/guitarist 
with rock star hair!!!!

Ice and snow 
REFLECT lots of 

sunlight back into 
space.

Land and water 
ABSORB more 

sunlight, warming 
the planet.

melting ice 
and snow

higher 
temperatures

positive   
  feedbacks

What??

white water 
rafting.
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to see how it works in the other direction, 
imagine we’re in the middle of an interglacial period.

drip of 
water.

turns 
into an 
icycle.

The Milankovitch cycles eventually create conditions with mild seasons.

mild summers. mild winters.

that causes ICE and SNOW to slowly replace LAND and WATER.

not much 
melting ice 
and snow.

but still cold 
enough for snow 

in places like 
canada.

What’s MORE CANADIAN 
than maple syrup? ICE 

HOCKEY!

 Like the ONE 
WE'RE IN NOW. 

Tonight at the Mammoth Room:
Milankovitch and the Feedbacks

7 pm no cover

hockey... they wear some kind of skins and the goal is made of some 
megafauna ribcage and the goalie has a skull over his face as a facemask...
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...should i worry 
about the next 

ice age?

all this brings up a pretty obvious question.

bald guy again.

now the albedo effect works in the other direction...

...get covered with 
Ice and snow that 

REFLECT sunlight, 
cooling the planet.

Land and water that  
ABSORB lots of 

sunlight...

...as do other POSITIVE FEEDBACK LOOPS.

Given that we’re 
currently in an 

interglacial 
period...

expanding 
ice and 
snow

lower 
temperatures

positive   
  feedbacks

see the 
glossary for 

details.

Albedo, water 
vapor, CO2, 
altitude?

maybe “more” 
instead of 

“expanding”?

trying to paddle 
inflatable rowboat 

in snow... or 
perhaps enjoying 
using it as a sled.
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um, About that 
heating oil...

The answer is that mother nature is  
gearing up for another ice age... 

...but not for at least 30,000 years. 

A more immediate concern is the human influence  
on the atmosphere and the climate. 

Oh no, I better 
stock up on   

  heating oil!

ah, never 
mind!
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 chapter 4
CARBON DIOXIDE

With every breath of 
air you inhale about 

10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 
 gas molecules...

might be fun to pull apart this text 
so that the zeros look a bit like gas 

molecules. could be a simple sight gag. 
i’d make sure to use the right number of 
zeros, but  there’s too many zeros here 

to count anyway.

perhaps zeros enter a 
character’s open mouth.

alt.

...including about 
2,100,000,000,000,000,000,000 

molecules of O2...

...and about
4,000,000,000,000,000,000 

molecules of CO2.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0



What we call air is actually a mixture 
that’s about 21% oxygen... 

The remaining 1% includes water vapor...

...and tiny amounts, measured in PARTS PER MiLLiON (PPM),  
of other gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2). 

...and about 78% nitrogen.

created over the 
eons by all that 

photosynthesizing 
green stuff.

remember to depict in picture, 
in oceans and on land.

[Maybe have a kid at a blackboard showing 
21+78=99, and it’s raining outside?] Or maybe 
something about evaporation and the water 

cycle?]

a Nitrogen Day rally here with lots of puns about atmospheric nitrogen, N2:

I’m into N2

N2 deep

N2 the dragon

N2 the Nth power

It’s odorless, 
colorless, and 

invisible... ...and it’s the 
focus of this 

chapter!
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In the early 1950s a chemist named 
Charles David Keeling...

...figured out a way to accurately measure  
the concentration of carbon dioxide in air.

Starting in 1958, Keeling and his colleagues made daily measurements  
of CO2 at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii...

...and the results made him famous. 

call me Dave.

C’mon dad, let’s 
go to the beach!y brainstorm:

 Might be useful for a 
callback when we do 
ocean acidification, 
perhaps a line like 

“Sorry, kid, not EVER.”

Well, not rock star 
famous... 

Sorry, kid, 
not now.

How about something like he’s 
got two balloons on a scale or is 
comparing two balloons or two 
bags or two samples and he says:

...more like 
niche famous.

What’s the 
CO2 difference 
between these 
two samples?

wearing snorkeling gear

One in a 
million!
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Keeling made two big discoveries. First, he discovered an  
annual cycle in CO2 concentrations.

This cycle is related to the seasons...
...and to the carbon cycle...

...and to the fact that most of the land 
on earth is in the NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. 

dude, It’s like 
the planet is 
BREATHING!

holding tilt graphic 
from previous chapter, 

but the picture will 
have the sun shining 

on it.

look at 
a map!

Look at 
page X!

Look at 
page y!

holding carbon 
arrow from previous 

chapter.

this will be hand drawn, with 
stronger contrast between 

land and sea

plus clear equator and 
highlight of north v south

Okay, hippie, 
take it easy.

more land means
more GREEN 

STUFF.

315

320

325

CO
2 

co
nc

en
tr

at
io

ns
 [

pa
rt

s 
pe

r 
m

ill
io

n]

may ‘59 may ‘60oct ‘59 oct ‘60

D1 
(rastafarian): 

D2 (scientist 
or business 

type):
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during the northern hemisphere winter, 
CO2 gets “exhaled” into the atmosphere...

...thanks to processes like the 
 decomposition of falling leaves.

Of course, WINTER 
in the north is 

SUMMER in the 
south...

...but the South is less 
important because there’s 

NOT MUCH LAND. 

all the green 
stuff growing in 

the north...

...swamps the impact 
of the Southern 

Hemisphere winter. 

then during the northern hemisphere summer, 
CO2 gets “inhaled” out of the atmosphere...

...by increased photosynthesis.
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 [Maybe the blackboard continues down the page, 
and Ralph is saying “2000 / 370ppm, 2010 / 390 

ppm” 

this time it’s the dad is grandpa age, 
the son is dad age, and the lines are 

virtually the same:

with snorkle and fins.

this time it’s the dad is grandpa age, 
the son is dad age, and the lines are 

virtually the same:

 Keeling’s measurements continued for years and then decades, 
and after his retirement his son stepped into his shoes.

some gag here 
about it going 

up.

C’mon son, let’s 
go to the beach!

Sorry, dad, 
not now.
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Keeling’s second big discovery was that CO2 concentrations 
in the atmosphere were increasing over time.

When Keeling started in 1958, the increase was about  
1 PART PER MILLION (PPM) per year.

..because there’s 
1 ton of carbon 

atoms... ...in every 3.67 
tons of co2 
molecules.

O
16

8

O
8

16
c

6

12

c
6

12

holding this up.
holding these up.

Every increase of 1 PPM 
equals 7.8 BILLION TONS 

OF CO2...
...or 2.1 billion 

tons of carbon...
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The graph of the daily measurements that they and their colleagues 
have made since 1958 is called the Keeling curve.

it is now one of the most famous images in the world...

...and one of the central pieces of evidence in this book.

what does it 
mean?

It means that 
HUMAN ACTIVITY is  

changing the planet!

perhaps ending with a 
favorite art criticism 

query: 
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museum with the Mona Lisa

and  Mondrian 

and The Scream

 and the Keeling curve

in 2013, we’re at 400 ppm 
and increasing by about  

2 PPM PER YEAR.

i’d much prefer having a character 
say this and point with a stick than 

put this text in an arrow.
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 In the 19th century the major source of human 
CO2 emissions was DEFORESTATION...

...but now it’s the  
FOSSIL FUELS that provide most 
of our ELECTRICITY and power 

our FACTORIES and cars.

...but the rest stays in the atmosphere, pushing up the Keeling curve.

About half of that extra co2 gets 
absorbed by plants...

...and by other carbon sinks  
such as the oceans...

We’ll come back to this in 
Chapter XXX, on ocean 

acidification.

forests still cover 
about 1/3 of the 

earth’s land.

We’ll come back 
to this in Ch 15.

burning trees 
perhaps...

“the” seems weird to me.

smoke continues 
over here.

by 2010 we were 
burning through 
44,000 gallons of 
petroleum EVERY 

SECOND.

Clearing trees to make 
room for farms and 

cities...

 ...releases the CARBON 
that was stored in 

those trees into the 
atmosphere.

35 b TONS of co2
(10 b tons of carbon)

38% coal 

9% deforestation

32% petroleum 

21% natural gas/other

24 b TONS of co2
(7 b tons of carbon)

4 B TONS of co2
(1 b tons of carbon)

6 b TONS of co2
(2 b tons of carbon)

10 b TONS of co2
(3 b tons of carbon)

201019801890 1920 1950
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Human emissions are a SMALL FRACTION of the natural cycle, 
but over time it ADDS UP.

scientist in car with trailer that has a 
plant on it perhaps.

hippies from the previous spread

About
 4 BILLION TONS

 remain in the 
atmosphere...

...and About
3 BILLION TONS 
are absorbed by 
plants and 

soils.

inhale more than 
you exhale... 

ships

planes

some cars

a factory

...and pretty soon 
your lungs will 

explode. 

...About 
3 BILLION TONS 
are added to the 

oceans...

119.6
billion 

tons

122.6
billion 

tons

90.6 
billion 

tons

92.2 
billion 

tons

here’s how the carbon cycle is affected by  
the 10 BILLION TONS of carbon emitted 

 by human activity each year:

note that in september we need to revisit these numbers.
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Scientists have also put the Keeling 
curve in historical context...

...by studying the amount of co2 trapped 
in ice cores.

as you can see, Today’s levels are off the charts 
compared to the last 350,000 years.

What did CO2 
concentrations look like 

before 1958?

We learned 
about these in 

Chapter 3.

Just a note that the axes here need a bit of work with labels and 
tickmarks. 

bending 
over 

backward 
looking 

up.

looking left.

holding ice 
core.
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little characters or arrows can 
point these out:

≈1900: 300 ppm
≈2013: 400 ppm
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Even MORE AMAZING is the relationship between 
this historic CO2 DATA...

What are the odds 
of that happening 

BY CHANCE?

co2 data

temperature
data

Less than one 
in a million!

it’s obvious that co2 and temperature have been closely related 
for the past 350,000 years.

...and the ICE CORE TEMPERATURE DATA from page X.

200,000

200,000

300,000 ya

300,000 ya

100,000

100,000

Now

Now
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...so DON’T FORGET what we  
learned in the LAST CHAPTER.

The connection between CO2 and temperature is SO STRONG
that it’s easy to get CARRIED AWAY...

as we’ll see in the NEXT CHAPTER, however, CO2 has a MAJOR INFLUENCE 
 on the planet’s temperature. 

...but The CO2 FEEDBACK 
LOOP helps amplify 

the message!

on the wall

perhaps the excitable kid

CO2 is the 
driving force 

behind the ice 
ages!

be careful, 
CORRELATION is 

not CAUSATION.

MM as a drummer saying:

The 
MILANKOVITCH 
CYCLES set the 
tempo for the 

ice ages...

And then we see the amps 
and stuff in the next 

frame and a scientist or 
somebody else says: 

[And then we could have 
smallish amps labeled “Albedo 
feedback” and maybe “Altitude 
feedback” and a really big amp 

labeled “CO2 feedback”.
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Your BANK ACCOUNT 
depends on MONEY IN  

and MONEY OUT...

perhaps bank teller and 
customer depositing huge 

bag of money.

...and the 
 EARTH’S TEMPERATURE  
depends on ENERGY IN  

and ENERGY OUT.

 chapter 5
energy



What are you 
doing?

If you spend a year measuring air temperatures 
all over the surface of the planet... 

globe with thermometers sticking 
out of it.

...what you end up with is a global average 
temperature for planet Earth.

currently about 
 14oC (57oF).

if you wanted to, you could  
do the same thing for your house. 

[Maybe a kid putting a 
thermometer in a weird 

place—ceiling? Bathroom? And 
the parent asks

about 20oC    
  (68oF).

Maybe the kid says

2



   

So to understand global temperature we need to understand 
more about energy in and energy out.

The two dominant influences on global average 
temperature are energy in and energy out. 

When energy in exceeds energy out,
 the planet warms up...

...and When energy out exceeds energy in , 
the planet cools down. 

maybe teenage 
boy turns up the 

heat...

maybe teenage girl 
opens the window, 

annoying her 
brother....

It’s true for your house and it’s 
true for the whole planet.

just like your house 
warms up when you turn 

on the heater.

just like your house cools 
down when you open a 

window.
show energy 
leaving house
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Energy in is simple.

if you picture 
the sun as a 

basketball on 
one end of a full-

sized court...

...the earth 
would be a large 
grain of sand 
under the other 

basket.
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the amount of energy 
hitting the earth each 

second...

hair dryers could fit 
with family above, 

teenage brother is very 
annoyed at teenage 

sister for running the 
hair drier.

...is equivalent to 
each person on 

earth running xxx 
hair dryers for a 

whole year.

high-energy 
ultraviolet 

(uv) radiation 
has very short 
wavelengths.

visible light 
wavelengths 

cover the whole 
rainbow... ...from shortwave 

violet to 
longwave red.

it’s partially 
blocked by the 
ozone layer.

could do a silly icon or 
superhero for the different 

kinds of radiation.

perhaps a scientist rides 
each arrow.

perhaps shorten this wavelength a bit so the earth wavelength on 
the next page contrasts more. 

Energy from the sun includes VISIBLE LIGHT  
and other types of ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION. 

low-energy 
infrared 

radiation has 
even longer 
wavelengths.

we’ll come back 
to this in a 
moment.
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 it’s the 
albedo 
effect!

Energy out is more complicated.

...by clouds and by the earth’s surface.

check out the 
glossary for more.

including this Technical note: If you study more climate science, you’ll learn that reflected 
solar energy is usually subtracted from ENERGY IN rather than being added to ENERGY OUT. We’re 

following a more intuitive approach, but of course both ways are correct

call back to rock 
star hairdo and bald 

guy
about 30% of all 

incoming energy is 
reflected by clouds, 
ice, snow, sand, etc.

It includes, for example, solar energy 
that is reflected back into space...
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...and is familiar to anybody who’s used thermal imaging equipment...

...or huddled near a hot fire.

police officer:

telling this 
like a ghost 

story

plumber:

based on thermal imaging.

its wavelengths are 
lower energy and 
longer than those 

from the sun.

 in the morning it 
won’t be RED HOT 

anymore...

...but it will still be  
INFRARED HOT.

you can’t see 
infrared radiation, 

but you can feel it.

closeup of 
astronaut from 
the panel above

astronaut here

THE EARTH DOESN’T 
EMIT AS MUCH ENERGY 

AS THE SUN...

...BUT IT DOES EMIT 
ENERGY.

...and a man hiding in your 
basement.

there’s a leaky pipe
 inside this wall...

Crucially, energy out also includes radiation 
given off by the earth itself.

This outgoing energy is in the infrared part of 
the electromagnetic spectrum...
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what makes them greenhouse gases 
is that they don’t interact 

 much with energy in...
...but do interact with energy out.

alt, 

and that brings us to greenhouse gases.

0 0c

water vapor (h20)

plus others 
that are less 
important.

Some of the 
outgoing radiation 
gets re-radiated back 

towards Earth. 

 Greenhouse gases 
block some of the 
outgoing radiation. 

carbon dioxide (CO2) methane (CH4),  

the design of these 
reradiation arrows will 

be tweaked a bit.

plus, these small arrow 
wavelengths need to be 

very long.

0
H H c

H H

HH

perhaps 
shorten this 
wavelength 
a bit so it 
contrasts 

more with the 
energy out 
wavelength.
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By reducing energy out,  
greenhouse gases warm the planet.

Just like 
INSULATIon warms 

up your HOUSE.

or a BLANKET 
warms up your 

body.

we’d like to try to think 
of something silly here!

A GREENHOUSE also works 
by reducing ENERGY OUT.

see the glossary 
for details.

9



wearing early 19th 
century version of 

jeans wearing early 19th 
century version of a 

parka

In the 1800s scientists FIGURED OUT that this greenhouse effect 
HAS a major impact on the earth’s temperature... 

 ...and today scientists know that similar 
greenhouse effects exist on other planets.

Venus has 70 TIMES 
MORE atmospheric 
CO2 than Earth...

...and that’s a big reason 
the surface temperature 

(462oC, 863oF) is hot enough
 to melt lead!

The ACTUAL surface 
temperature is about 

14oC (57oF)... ...but WITHOUT 
GREENHOUSE GASES it 

would be -18oC (0oF).
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martian here.
geologist 
here, or 
giant.

visual callback to hothouse earth image 
from chapter 2.

have we really gotten the idea of ppm 
across by this point? just askin.

The greenhouse effect on Venus is of course 
NOT CAUSED BY HUMANS...

 ...and we’ve already seen that there’s  
a NATURAL GREENHOUSE EFFECT on Earth too.

But we’ve also seen that HUMANS have been  
adding lots of GREENHOUSE GASES to the atmosphere.

Or by 
MARTIANS!

Or by 
PREHISTORIC 

GIANTS! 

... and during HOTHOUSE 
EARTH periods, they were 
MUCH much HIGHER.

During the ICE AGES, 
 CO2 levels varied between 

about 180ppm 
and 280ppm...

since the start of the 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION in 

the late 1700s...

...we’ve increased CO2 levels  
to 400ppm.
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they’ve got all these fancy computers

The Swedish chemist Arrhenius was one of the first to recognize that 
humans were boosting the greenhouse effect.

In 1896 he studied what would happen 
if we DOUBLed CO2 concentrations...

...and MADE A ROUGH CALCULATION OF 
the EVENTUAL INCREASE in GLOBAL 

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE. 

[he’s got reams of paper and 
a pencil]

perhaps crawling out from 
under the huge pile of 

papers.

his estimate from 1896 came remarkably close to the range that 
climate scientists talk about today.

This is going to be 
great for farmers 

in Sweden!

LOTS AND LOTS AND LOTS OF PAPERS WITH A 
PENCIL SCRIBBLING FURIOUSLY

What if we went from 
280 PPM...

About 5 oC 
(9 oF).

About 2-4oC 
(3.6-7.2 oF).

 ...to 560 PPM? 

the drawing will show that he 
was in the late 1800s. (with his 

clothes, and maybe a farmer 
with a horse.)
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 chapter 6
science

(climate scientist from 
the bottom of previous 

page):

 Trust the 
SCIENTIFIC 
METHOD.

why should I 
TRUST YOU?

(Arrhenius,here, carry over 
from the previous page)

Don’t trust US.

Nancy Drew, Sherlock Holmes, police detectives, that sort of thing. We 
could potentially introduce this theme on the intro page of the chapter,

depends on how the drawing goes, maybe a character will pop out.

this could be the detective’s 
line, if he’s a bit shady.



...and then refining them based on the data.

The scientific method involves   
  developing hypotheses...

...testing those hypotheses 
against the real world... 

Newton under the apple 
tree, maybe with F=ma 

or F=Gm_1m_2/r^2.

Newton’s THEORY 
OF GRAVITY works 
on the moon!astronaut:

fancy 
satellite

But with things like GPS 
it’s a LITTLE BIT OFF.

Einstein, with a blackboard behind him that has E=mc, 
E=mc2, and E=mc3, with the second circled and the 

others crossed out. at super high speeds, 
EINSTEIN’S THEORY 

works better than 
NEWTON’S. 

2



This process never ends... 

...and it never produces “ABSOLUTE TRUTH”...

the theory of 
gravity is just  

a theory.

it’s the best thing 
to LOOK AT before 

you LEAP.

...but the SCIENTIFIC METHOD remains one of humanity’s  
most powerful inventions

even einstein coUldn’t 
unite GRAVITY and 

QUANTUM MECHANICS.

this is a little quibble,maybe we’ll 
get back to it, maybe not...

but mentioning quantum feels a 
bit brainy to me and i wonder if we 
could say something that includes 
the fact that our descriptions of 
big things don’t overlap with our 

descriptions of really tiny things...

not sure, and i’m not inspired 
at the moment, but i hope this 
philosophical type material can 

feel as visceral and immediate as 
possible.

perhaps on the chalkboard e=mc2 
on one side and some quantum 

squibbles on the other, with a gap 
in the middle and a stumped einstein 

holding his head in his hands.

(jumper1): 

(jumper2): 
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I gave the Cartoon 
Introduction to 

Climate Change to 
these students...

The ideal way to test a hypothesis 
is with a controlled experiment...

...but that’s not always possible.

Kid’s science project with plants

perhaps add:

I gave LOTS OF 
WATER to these 

plants...

I gave chillaxitrol to 
these hyperactive kids...

Let’s see who 
does better 
on the test!

medicine testing:

i’d prefer something 
funnier than diabetics.

...and NO WATER to 
these ones.

...and not to 
these ones.

...and not to 
these ones.

let’s see which 
ones survive.

let’s see which 
ones can 

concentrate 
better.
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i doubled the CO2  
on this planet...

For example, you can’t do CONTROLLED 
EXPERIMENTS about SMOKING...

...or about CLIMATE CHANGE.

Scientists have nonetheless MADE PROGRESS on these issues.

In fact, the 
SCIENTIFIC HISTORIES 
of smoking and 

climate change 
are SIMILAR.

i gave ADDICTIVE 
NICTONE STICKS  

to these kids...

person smoking on a 
dirty motorcycle.

evil mad scientist.

evil alien tyrant.

...and not to 
these ones.

...and not on 
this one.

what possible 
similarities 

could there be?
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surgeons general from 
different years.

perhaps press conference with 
sign on podium that says the 

dates.

The balance of evidence 
suggests a discernable 

human influence on 
global climate.

the scientific link between smoking and cancer  
has grown stronger and stronger over time...

...and a similar trend is evident in the scientific link between 
greenhouse gas emissions and climate change.

25 million Americans 
alive today will most 

likely die of a smoking-
related illness.

perhaps spell out IPCC, or just expect 
people to look in the glossary when 

they see “ipcc”:

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC)

The weight of the 
evidence [suggests] 

that excessive 
smoking is one of the 
causative factors in 

lung cancer.

Cigarette smoking 
is causally 

related to lung 
cancer in men.

2004: 1964: 1957: 

IPCC 1995: IPCC 2001: IPCC 2013: 

It is extremely likely 
that human activities have 
caused more than half 
of the observed increase 
in global average surface 

temperature since the 
1950s.

There is new and 
stronger evidence.
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Some of the best evidence comes from  
climate scientists’ successful predictions from decades past.

Since the 1970s, global temperature increases have 
averaged about 0.15C (0.3F) per decade.

2000 2010199019801970

0.8 C

0.6 C

0.4 C

0.2 C

Temperatures relative to 20th century average.

(1970s scientists, in 1970s clothes and glasses and 
hairstyles: afros and beards &c):

note:
perhaps we need to add data 
from a few decades earlier

We predict that rising 
temperatures will 

become OBVIOUS by the 
turn of the century.

our FASHION 
SENSE was 

TERRIBLE... ...but our 
PREDICTIONS 

were GREAT.

We predicted 
0.2C (0.4F)...

...not bad!

Y says: Just a note that we might 
want to add a few more decades' 

worth of data here. 
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scientist fanning self and sweating.

and climate scientists haven’t just been 
right about the big picture...

...they’ve also been right 
about lots of the details. 

Those details are like fingerprints at a CRIME SCENE.

More warming 
at night than 

during the 
day?  Yup.

 Yup.

 Yup.

More warming 
near the poles 
than near the 

equator? less energy 
escaping into the 
stratosphere 
and into space?

old brainstorms: 

something funny like.

more warming on my hairy 
head...

than on my bald one?

or a gag about their fashion.

D (detective): 

peering at a 
thermometer 

perhaps?

or maybe standing 
on a block of ice 

floating in the sea 
and examining it 

with a magnifying 
glass.

This has got 
ANTHROPOGENIC 
GLOBAL WARMING 
written all over it.

The COOK had access to the MURDER 
WEAPON.

D2: Everyone knew she HATED HIM. 

(Alt: She was always talking about how 
much she LOATHED/HATED HIM.)

D3: NOBODY ELSE was in the kitchen that 
morning. 

D4 (optional, by the cook): It wasn’t 
me, it was QUEEN VICTORIA.
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DETECTIVE WORK is actually
a pretty good ANALOGY...

...and 100 years of scientific detective work has convinced most scientists  
that greenhouse gas emissions are warming the planet.

alt:

 turkey death

2 microphones here, there’s an incredible line of lab coated scientists behind one 
microphone and there’s two scientists behind the other microphone.

this on sign in front of 
characters with distinctive dress:

this on jackets

this on jacket

We’re 
convinced. We’re not.

dead butler here, his feet stick 
out of a pot.

footman here, 
observing the 

legs of the 
butler, which are 
sticking up out 

of a pot.

detective, pulls a ladle 
out of the pot and 

tastes it... 

up here.

cook here, 

IPCC
AAAS
AMS
ACS
ASA

NIPCC

National Academies of Sciences

IPCC = intergovernment Panel on Climate Change; AAAS = American Association for the Advancement of Science; AMS = American Meteorological Society; acs = American Chemical Society; 
asa = American Statistical Association; NIPCC = Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change

includes the National academies of the u.s., brazil, canada, china, france, germany, india, italy, japan, russia, the u.k., australia, belgium, the carribean, indonesia, ireland, malasia, new zealand, sweden.

the conclusion is 
inescapable.

It wasn’t me, 
it was QUEEN 
VICTORIA.

only one person 
hates the butler...

...and has keys 
to the kitchen...

...and knows how to 
truss a turkey.

...and knows how 
to make a soup this 

delicious.
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...and the case for ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE has 
gotten stronger and stronger.

Of course, it’s always possible that all 
those scientists are wrong.

whoops, global 
warming is actually 
caused by broccoli...

...and so is 
 lung cancer.

But so far nobody has been able 
to identify a good competing theory for global warming...

go through some of the competing theories:

detective character involved here.

kids

Is it caused by  
sunspots?

it’s all coming 
together.

No.
No.

No.
wha?

El Nino? MILANKOVITCH 
CYCLES?

broccoli?

and the killer really was
queen victoria!

in a bar, with drinks in 
front of them. smoking

detective at the same 
bar, perhaps with queen 
victoria in handcuffs, 

but i doubt it.

theory

D (detective): 

computer  
models

i’ll draw this by hand, and the pieces will interlock, 
with the real world evidence piece being placed 

down with the others.

i can definitely have the pieces bleed off the page, 
and have lots more of them.

that’s drawing heavy work, so I’ll postpone it.

successful 

predictions

real-world
evidence
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...but in fact, there’s evidence of global 
warming ALL AROUND US.

i’ll draw a satellite here
i’ll draw an ocean bouy 

here
i’ll draw a scientist 

standing on land and 
drilling into a glacier 

here.

a note to those who may object to singular data: we’re following the wall 
street journal and the guardian uk. If those two publications can agree on 

something, there must be something to it.

from space.
on land.in the oceans.

most global warming data is
 gathered by scientists...

YOU might even find phenological evidence in  
YOUR OWN BACKYARD.  

one grandparent 
birdwatcher

this is the same 
grandparent in the panel 

below.

man with huge box of 
kleenex and kleenexes all 

over the ground.

this on a pin or a bumper 
sticker or something.

her husband.

And then a scientist studying the 
humans:

A PIED FLYCATCHER, 
and it’s only april 10! some BIRDS have 

a natural instinct 
to MIGRATE...

...and some humans 
have a natural instinct 

to KEEP RECORDS.

flowers are 
blooming 
earlier. birds are 

migrating 
earlier.

Allergy season 
is STARTING 

EARLIER.

[or YB could find an 
accurate date here.]
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these computer models provide the best indication of 
what’s coming in the decades ahead.

*#$&

heads up!

these days, much of what we know about climate change  
is incorporated into computer models...

y fun brainstorm:

maybe we could have an “overheating” computer that’s 
displaying a screen image of an “overheating” planet?

we want to emphasize this, perhaps with a final 
narrator panel, that has them biting their teeth 
(similar gestures to “about that heating oil.”)

...which do a pretty good job of simulating 
everything from the ice ages...

...to volcanic eruptions.

volcano here.

short-term cooling 
for a few years, but

 no long-term impact.

check out 
chapter 3.

i love this:

Another fun brainstorm here could be a big siphon connected to an electrical cable, i.e., we’re taking the birds and the ice 
sheets and the theoretical equations and the Milankovitch cycles and stuffing them all into this grinder that is connected 
to a computer. And then maybe we could move the “overheated computer showing an overheated planet” idea down to the 

bottom of the page.

the computer is getting overheated here... perhaps a character says, 

” yoram prefers something more neutral like:
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 part  
two

predictions





 chapter 7
global warming

A train coming down the tracks, letting out steam

Nix these Ds; we’ll have to come up with some other opening gag. 
Maybe the 5 characters are in a train and they’re shoveling coal 

into the engine and sweating and saying

is it just me... or is it getting HOT in here?!

PS. I vote No on two of the notes below: I don’t think we should call 
the train BAU, and I’m not keen on the tied-to-the-tracks idea. (Too 

fatalistic IMHO.)



      

Now that we’ve covered the  
basic science of climate change...

...let’s take a look at what might happen.

of course, lots of things COULD 
happen in this century and beyond.

then in Part III we’ll 
look at what we 

can do about it.these two panels could feature a 
scientist looking into a microscope on 
the left and a scientist looking into a 

crystal ball on the right.

aside, whispered:

We could develop 
cold fusion...

...or carbon-eating 
trees...

...or perpetual 
motion machines!

...or flying 
windmills...

Actually, that one 
COULDN’T HAPPEN; 

it’s IMPOSSIBLE. 
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we call this path Business As Usual.

one VERY UNLIKELY possibility is that human carbon 
emissions will stop COLD TURKEY.

a MUCH MORE LIKELY possibility is that DEVELOPING countries like china 
and india will follow the path blazed by DEVELOPED countries like the u.s.

That would be 
BUSINESS AS 

USUAL.

What if we didn’t 
do much to reduce 
carbon emissions?

Fossil fuels to power 
HOMEs, factories, and 

motor vehicles...
...and DEFORESTATION 
to clear land for farms, 

roads, and buildings. 

that’s it, 
party’s over.

shut everything down 
right now.

You can ignore this comment if you want, but I’m going to give 
continual push-back about associating human carbon emissions 
with driving and gasoline. That’s what everybody thinks, but it’s 

much more about coal and electricity. 

So if I had my druthers this would be a scene inside a house, 
with aliens telling people to shut everything down. And maybe 

there’s a window and through the window you can see a car and 
an alien jumping on the hood or pulling people out of the car 
or standing in front of the car with a stop sign or something 
else fun :) And/or maybe they’re putting a cover on a power 

plant exhaust stack :)

yoram, I’m the one arguing to to attach human emissions with 
coal and electricity. (all sorts of day to day activities), so you 

don’t get to argue for it :-)
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To see why, let’s divide the world’s 7 billion people into 
five China-sized chunks. 

The key fact about 
business as usual
 is that it would make 

 CO2 emissions EXPLODE.

 1.4 billion 
napkins, please.

The rich world makes up just one of those Five Chinas... 

...but at the start of the 21st century it was responsible for about 
half of the world’s fossil fuel consumption. 

maybe an overloaded 3rd world type truck drives onto the 
panel at the left and then right about here explodes, sending 

the passengers flying around?

or some other silly and simple explosion.

the truck could first appear on the previous page.

alternately, a bomb is lit on the previous page, or somehting 
else that’s sensitive to human life :-)

sitting down to a table, with placecards that 
say:

RICH WORLD
CHINA
INDIA

REST OF ASIA
EVERYONE ELSE

5 tables here, with the rich world highlighted 
somehow... this is just a setup for the next 

panel’s wonderful gag.

maitre d to waiter.

...you all can share 
the SECOND CAKE.

One cake in front of the Rich, and one cake in front of the 
rest....a whole cake, in the process of being delivered.)

y feels it’s important that the waiter says this line:

ONE CAKE for 
you...

6



      

      

a baker delivers 3 more cakes for a total of 5 at the table. 
ie. we used to have 2 cakes, now we have five.

a baker delivers 2 more cakes for a 
total of 7 in this panel.

meanwhile, population growth is likely to 
 add another 2 Chinas to the planet.

under business as usual, the other four 
chinas could catch up by 2100.

Thanks to rapid 
economic growth...

...we can now afford 
more cake!

we’re going to 
need two more 
place settings.

tow more diners. waiter puts in front of them two 
more placecards that say:

AFRICA 

and 

MORE ASIA

That’s 150% 
MORE CAKE.

Now it’s 250% 
MORE CAKE.

D (maybe 
waiter?): 
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sure enough, Business as usual emissions are projected 
to rise about 250% over the course of this century...

the china characters are driving cars, and using the 
dishwasher and etc.

perhaps contrive a way to tie these in with the 
graphs on chapter 4 page 8... maybe the best way to 

do that is just with a drawing.

...pushing atmospheric CO2 
concentrations up near 1000 ppm.

xx b TONS of co2
(xx b tons of carbon)

2100
10 B TONS of co2

(3 b tons of carbon)

1950
xx b TONS of co2

(xx b tons of carbon)

2000
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(xx b tons of carbon)

2050
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CO2 concentrations 
haven’t been that high 

for MILLIONs of 
YEARS.

one of the scientists underneath, lying 
on their stomach on the grass or 

whatever, using binoculars to look to 
the left (i.e., in the direction of millions 

of years ago). 
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The resulting global temperature change by 2100
 is likely to be about 4C (7F). 

...but this number makes a good starting point for 
understanding the changes that are coming.

THREE SCIENTISTS HOLD THESE THREE THINGS.
THEN ON THE SPREAD AFTER NEXT, THIS CAN 

TURN OUT TO BE A BOOK.

wordsmith, i don’t like this passive language. how about something like “as a result, by 2100, global temperatures will likely be about 4c 
higher.” or:

“which means we should expect global temperatures to rise about 4c in the next century.

fortune teller image here, recalls 
picture at the top of chapter 1

i wonder if there’s some way to use the crystal 
ball a bit more cleverly here, with a drawing 
inside it of people sweating or something.... 

on the other hand we want to use the number 
to good effect too, so I’ll plan to play around 

with it in layouts.

fortune teller waffles here.

alt; they could rise a bit less... or a bit more...

maybe use the 
thermometer image 

in the pictures 
somewhere, perhaps 

here.

maybe one 
degree less. maybe as much as 

two or three 
degrees more.

meh.

It could be A BIT LESS...

...it could be MORE...

We’ll come back 
to uncertainty 

in Chapter 11.

BAU

Just a brainstorm, but when we get to the chapter about “Beyond 2100” maybe we could have this book and then a sequel :)

(4c=7f)

4 C
by 2100

4 C
by 2100
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      ...or, alternately, as a big BIG DEAL...

...but neither of these is the best way to think about it.

Why all the 
fuss?

huh?

in most places, the
 AVERAGE summer in 2100... 

...and summers will 
be a bit warmer, so I’ll 

PAY MORE for air 
conditioning.

Winters will be a bit warmer, 
so I’ll PAY LESS for 

heating...

it might be tempting to think of 4C
as NO BIG DEAL...

4 C
by 2100

...will be hotter than the 
HOTTEST summer of the 

20th century.

the two people from the frames above 
(presumably a skeptic-ish person 
and an alarmist-ish person) being 

quizzical:  how about in this frame the narrator 
scientist prepares to open it...
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The best way to think about 4C is as a kind of shorthand.

...and you should be 
careful about judging a 

book by its cover.

it’s like the title 
of a book...

book with 4 on it.

opening up the 
book here.

parent reading 
to small child at 

night time;

...and all of them attempt to summarize 
LOTS OF DIFFERENT CHANGES in LOTS OF DIFFERENT PLACES. 

There are lots of other 
climate-related shorthands... titles on spines:

350 PPM
600PPM

1000 PPM
RCP 2.6
RCP 4.5
RCP 6.0
RCP 8.5

Cold Turkey
warm turkey
Goose egg

Chicken little
Fowl weather (!)

4 C
(7 f) b

y 2100

book with 4 on it.

4 C
(7 f) b

y 2100

Read me the chapter 
about SEA LEVEL 

RISE in ASIA.
One chapter a night and 
we’ll be done by the time 

you go to college.
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and that’s just the tip of the iceberg.

for example, A GLOBAL increase 
of 4C (7F) would likely warm 
OCEANS by only 3C (5F)...

...LAND areas by an average of 5C (9F)...

...and the ARCTIC by a whopping 8C (15F).

albedo guy reappears here

it’s the albedo 
effect!

ouch ouch ouch ouch.

person swimming in the 
ocean.

same person getting out of 
the ocean walking on the 

beach, saying:

less ice means 
less reflection 
of solar energy.

Welcome to the 

Arctic Circle

Well, there  
used to be   
  icebergs

 here.

drawing of the titanic sailing comfortably

boat says “titanic 2”

an emerging epicenter of industry and trade 

akin to the Mediterranean Sea.

imho we can cut this, here, we’ll make sure to balance good and bad 

elsewhere.  the point is there are big changes all over the place, and 

besides, no more icebergs isn’t necessarily intrinsically bad

12



the fact is, a global 
increase of 4C (7F)  

would TRANSFORM THE 
ENTIRE WORLD...

...hello heatstroke.

Goodbye frostbite.

Greetings from 
Minnesota...

...where winters don’t suck anymore!

Siberia

Monsoons...

...just got Monsoonier.

When it  
comes to 

Latitude, 
50 is the 
new 40.

the new 
agricultural 

heartland.

The World’s Deserts

now even bigger and drier!

Welcome to 
the FERTILE 

FARMLAND of 
BANGLADESH.

Swim the 
GREAT 

BARRIER  
REEF.

hurry, the offer 
ends soon!

...because when  
the climate changes, 

everything changes.

Well, there  
used to be   

  farmland 
 here.

world map

hmmmm... let’s tweak this or the forest 
fire one...

i like the spirit of this one a lot, but i 
wonder if it needs some wordsmithing.

...you get more forest fires 

when it’s hot and dry.

scientists know...

maybe: Prime 
farmland for sale
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how about a huge wave looming to the left, cresting and ready to fall on the scientists.

bah! don’t be so risk averse!

it’ll be something fun about water, or the lack of it, or something.

Many of those changes 
have to do with 

water...
...so that’s 

our next 
topic.

y note:

Just a note here that the next page (intro to the water chapter) also 
has breathing space and opportunities for interesting pictures. So we 
might need to think about the 2 of them together… and maybe we can 
even combine them in some fun way, e.g., the wave is on the LHS with 
one scientist on it and the other scientists are on the beach on the 
RHS? Maybe there’s a rainstorm in the background? (See notes for 

the next chapter, which covers water/ice/vapor, about how it would 
be good to include all of water’s forms, liquid/gas/solid.)
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 chapter 8
h2o

p1: Introduction

p1: [Maybe the intro pages in Part II can all play with the “Five Chinas” characters in some 
way? Maybe in this one they’re playing near a fire hydrant? And there’s an ice cream or 

snow ice vendor nearby?]

Other ideas: Water is one of the simplest molecules... but the interactions between water and climate 
are anything but simple. Or a kid asks “Why does it matter whether or not there’s water on Mars?” 

Scientist answers “Because water is fundamental to life.”

alt something like:

forget about cake... I want a snowcone.



...and the water cycle, like the carbon cycle.  
is central to LIFE ON EARTH. 

Water covers most of the earth’s surface...
why do we call 

 it “planet earth” 
when it’s 

 70% water?
in hot air 

balloon, looking 
down with 

binoculars.

on one of 
those paddle 
surfboards

i’ll make sure this drawing 
features some life.

Evaporation

Precipitation
(rain and snow)

Ice and Snow

Streams and Lakes

Groundwater

97% of the water 
on earth is in the 

oceans.
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Water and climate are 
also closely related...

...So it’s not surprising that many of the 
most important impacts of climate change... 

globe with an airconditioner and a fan bolted to the side.

or maybe just little arrows showing the atlantic or 
pacific currents and the scientists hold the fans

i was hoping to avoid more arrows 
on this spread, so how about a globe 
here, like the kind on a desk, with an 
air conditioner strapped to the top 
and some fans around the sides and 

such.

or maybe one scientist runs a hair 
drier and blows upward on the side of 
the globe, and there’s a big ice cube on 

top of the globe, melting.

...are those that affect the three forms of water.

character pours water 
from one cup to another. character holds ice cube 

tray
character looks at the 

steam rising above a teapot

ice and 
snow

solid

water

liquid

water 
vapor

gas

humid air and ocean 
currents transport 

energy from the equator 
toward the poles.

Like a heating and 
cooling system!

flooding! melting!
sweating!
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We begin with the oceans, which—like the rest 
of the planet—are warming up. 

As water heats up, it expands...

...and the result is rising sea levels.

on boat putting thermometer in the water.

meling glacier here.

The oceans contain 
97% of the water 

on earth... ...and absorb x% of the 
extra heat from global 

warming.

THERMAL EXPANSION 
accounts for about half of 
sea level rise during the 

20th century.

the other half 
is from Melting 
glaciers and ice 

sheets.

just like mercury in 
a thermometer...

...or hot air 
      in a balloon.

Maybe somebody riding an iceberg? Or standing 
near a glacier that's calving into the sea? maye 

it’s a surfer whose surfboard is stuck it the 
glacier, but maybe not.

liquid
water
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Under business as usual, sea level rise is likely to accelerate in the years ahead, 
posing risks to agriculture...

...to low-lying cities...

...and even to entire countries. 

Current estimates suggest about 2 feet of sea level rise this century.

Welcome to the 
maldive islands.

Well, there  
used to be   
  islands 

 here.

instead of worrying 
about weeds...

...i’m worried about 
seaweeds.

call back to the 
fortune teller.

something about new 
amsterdam needing more 

dykes :-)

gag here.

turn the page to 
find out why!

but it could be 
three times 

more.
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sea level rise this century depends mostly on the ice sheets of 
GREENLAND and ANTARCTICA.

 in contrast, melting ice in the arctic does not raise sea levels  
because it’s floating...

...but it does mean
big changes in the Arctic environment.

If their MASSIVE ICE 
SHEETS melt SLOWLY, 
sea level rise will be 

about 2 feet.
If they melt 

QUICKLY, it’ll be 
about 6 feet. 

when floating  
ice melts...

glass of water 
before, with ice 

cubes in it...

both these frames 
feature a waiter 
handing a glass 
of iced tea to a 

customer, who in 
the second panel is 
incredibly bored.

glass of water after 
the ice has melted.

Welcome to the 

Arctic Circle
An emerging epicenter of industry and 

trade akin to the Mediterranean Sea.

The New 
green 
land.

...the water 
level doesn’t 

change.

in these two images we can show a tall ice sheet over a relatively low sea level, and then in a melted (i.e., lower) ice sheet over a 
relatively high sea level? (This can’t be to scale, unfortunately, because a few feet of SLR doesn’t really show up relative to giant 

ice sheets, but will still be helpful to look at)

penguins here.

ice and 
snow
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more heat also means a shift from snow to rain...

...and faster melting of the snow that does fall.

of course SNOW ISN’T JUST FOR SKIING...

...so lack of snow could mean big trouble for 
 farmers, industry and consumers.

especially when combined 
with changes in   

   rainfall...

...which is our 
next topic.

It’s also a natural 
reservoir that STOREs WATER 
from the rainy season...

these WINTER 
OLYMPICS sure 

are weird!

let’s try water 
skiing instead.

a Winter Olympics scene with a skier 
about to start, but there’s only 

patches of snow amidst the puddles, 
it’s also raining:

maybe a snow 
making machine 

over here.

hill
 her

e w
ith

 ex
po

se
d r

ock
s a

nd p
udd

le
s.

in this panel there’s no snow at all, 
and the skier walks off the panel 

shouldering her skis and says:

snow falls, farmer looks at 
snowpack as it builds to the left.

farmer with a hose coming out of 
the snowpack, watering plants on a 

sunny day.

consumer here 
picking a tomato.

dry farmland here, hose goes off to 
the left, leads to nothing.

dead plants here. holding hose up to tongue 
with only a drop dripping 
out... a bunch of people 
here off to the right, 

standing in line.

...and releases it in 
the SPRING AND 

SUMMER.
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 We learned in Chapter 5 that water vapor is a GREENHOUSE GAS...

...and it turns out the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere 
depends on the temperature. 

Global warming therefore means more water vapor, 
which in turn means more global warming.

[How about a positive feedback diagram, 
with the arrows that just contain text: 

“We learned in Chapter 4 / that water vapor 
/ is a greenhouse gas.] 

[perhaps a character in the D says 
something grumpy here like “dang feedback 
loops; that’s not really funny, but it does 
seem like they keep reappearing and maybe 

it’s worth acknowledging somehow... 
maybe not.]

perhaps it’s chasing someone

[The  HYPERLINK “http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_thermodynamics” \l “Water_
vapor_and_global_climate_change” Clausius-Clapeyron relationship says that the atmosphere 

can hold 7% more water for each additional degree C...

i’ll use the hilarious pictures from here: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Clausius

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89mile_Clapeyron

this car drives right

police checkpoint.

(Clasius, holding 
hands with 
Clapeyron):

(Clapeyron):

the cop is made of 
steam, if i can pull 

that off.

this car drives 
left, and there are 
a few  cars in line 

behind it.

on the side of the 
car i’ll draw the 
wavelengths, or 

maybe in the tracks 
behind the cars.

good idea that.

visible here... ...infrared wavelengths here.

ENERGY OUT?  
stop and put  

  your hands up!

ENERGY IN? 
GO RIGHT 
AHEAD.

The Clausius-Clapeyron 
RELATIONSHIP... ...says that every 1 0C means 

7% more water vapor. 

...higher
temperatures...

...and as a 
greenhouse gas 
that causes...

...produce more 
water vapor...

water 
vapor
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Global warming also means 
big changes in precipitation.

...which means dry places will get drier.

...so wet places will get wetter.

As the planet warms, there will be  
more evaporation from the surface... 

but extra moisture in the atmosphere means 
more intense rainstorms...

more droughts and 
more floods?

how does that 
work?

lemme show 
you.

The water cycle is 
going crazy!

desert.
something 

about 
sucking the 

moisture 
out of a 
rock...

or mention 
of the dry 

place in 
chile.

person using umbrella as a 
boat perhaps.
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...they’re also getting 
more acidic.

recall from chapter 4  
that over 25% of our 

 CO2 emissions end 
 up down there.

more 
hydrogen 

ions...

Bleach
 

(Ph=12.6)

Sea Water 

(Ph=8)

Coca Cola 
(Ph=2.52)

...means more 
acidic.

...increasing the concentration of HYDROGEN IONS in the water.

callback!

recall this from 
chemistry 

class!

show off!

CO2+H2O -> H2CO3 -> H++HCO3-

chalkboard 

pirates on ship here.

dude walking the planks 
says.

someone floating or pirate 
or hot air balloon

alt, whole scene is 
underwater

scientist under water in 
diving costumer.

arrow graphic behind the 
boat, the exhaust makes 

up some arrows, and 
1/4 of the exhaust goes 

downward.

evil twins hold the 
bleach and the cola

They’re not just 
EXPANDING and 
warming up...

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION happens when  
CO2 from the atmosphere DISSOLVES in the oceans...

liquid
water

Finally, we return 
to the oceans.
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 increased acidity erodes 
coral reefs...

...and eats away the shells of tiny sea creatures.

The acidity is breaking down 
the coral faster than 

 I can build it up.

<https://www.google.com/search?q=pteropods&
client=firefox-a&hs=SgN&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:
official&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=
1cvdUerqNeH8iwKr1oCgCw&ved=0CEIQsAQ&biw=1320

&bih=682>

a snorkeler under 
water

...and bivalves.

like pteropods...

...coccolithophores...

alt.

...foraminifera...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoduck

beautiful critters, 
but their names 
are harder to 

swallow than 
gooey-ducks.

beautiful critters, but 
their names are harder 

to swallow than 
geoducks.
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as a result, ocean acidification threatens just about everything, and everyone, 
connected to the sea. 

Those sea creatures form the base of 
the marine food chain.

no wonder ocean acidification is sometimes 
called global warming’s evil twin.

twins saying: 

kitchen with water ice and 
boiling kettle over here.

without us....

uh-oh

uh-oh

uh-oh

We’re double 
trouble!

Let’s put these 
snails in Coca-Cola 
and watch their 
shells dissolve. 

a bunch of little tiny creatures 
that together make the shape 

of a big fish, and they say

tiny plankton eating even tinier 
plankton and being eaten by a 
tiny fish who’s being eaten by a 

slightly larger fish.
first half of the food chain 

illustration goes here. (good 
idea!)

second half of the food chain 
illustration goes here.

And then there are a few medium-sized 
fish (which combined make the shape of a 

big fish) chasing them,
And then there’s a 

big fish chasing them, 
saying “Uh-oh.”

And then there’s 
a fishing boat or 
person on a pier 

(maybe with a 
person dining next 

to them) saying 
“Uh-oh.”
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 chapter 9
Life on earth

Maybe the 5 characters are at a natural history museum 
with 4 dioramas or so,

maybe one has a polar bear, one has a dinosaur, and there 
are two with people, one poor, one rich



2

When circumstances change, 
living things adapt...

...and species evolve...

...and if they don’t succeed
 it’s curtains.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_bear

stern talking 
to from mother 

bear:

whinging 
youngster

behind the counter the butcher says:

sorry, no seal meat today.

sign shows snow goose is market down special

in that case, give me 
50 pounds of snow 

goose.

polar bear at the meat counter at 
a supermarket.

has polar bear kid in shopping 
cart

Go back 100,000 
GENERATIONS and your 

ancestors just were regular 
old BROWN BEARS. 

what use are big webbed feet and 
transparent fur if there’s  

NO MORE ICE? That’s why you need to 
GO TO SCHOOL and 
PAY ATTENTION!

reading on a couch, one cub 
on either side of the mother; 
my godmother did this with 
me and my brother and she’d 
say “Ding” when she wanted 
us to turn the page :) Ah, 

memories...

the mother reading to two cubs, or 
looking at family photos in an album:



3

Many of the changing  
circumstances in the world today are 

caused by humans...

....and climate change is going to add 
an extra challenge. 

maybe bitter critter with suitcase says about 

“changing circumstances: that’s the understatement of the year!”

perhaps it’s a tiny bug whos being attacked by a 5 chinas character with 
a can of raid.

camel kneeling (or getting buried in mud?) 

with boxes piled on top of them labeled with hippo stuff: 

And then somebody (in this scene or the next one) is 
adding a “climate change” box to the pile.  And maybe in the 

background of the scene we can visually show some of these 
other issues, e.g., habitat getting paved over, poachers 

shooting an animal, etc.

camel squished down here, legs splayed out.

box being carried on stage to bottom 
of ladder which has another of the 5 

chinas characters putting habitat loss 
on top of the camel.

ladder top here with one of 5 chinas 
characters on top putting the top box 

on top of the pile.

Pollution

Population

Overharvesting

Invasive  
Species

Habitat Loss

Climate 

Change

i suspect there’s not room for 
this, since the camel image is 

strong.

[Maybe this D is where we put 
some content about evidence 

to date of climate change from 
species &c? Something like 

“Because of climate change we’ve 
already moved 50 miles north, 
but I don’t know if we can keep 

going.”] Or maybe there’s a river 
in the way or something.



4

Climate change is likely to be 
a big problem for species that 

evolve slowly...

...and scientists estimate that 40-70% of all the species on 
earth may go extinct over the next 100 years.

perhaps all the critters are wearing clothes, anthropomorphized like the people will look... perhaps these are like pokemon cards, that list 
some details about their habitat and adaptibility and population size and etc... that part of the gag might carry over well to the humans when 

we introduce them.

maybe add:
perhaps:

these portraits will only have sham latin 
names, some of the portraits themselves 

will resemble certain species, but only 
vaguely, as we’re not making real 

predictions about any of them.
these are oil paintings at the natural history museum!

the turtle is woowing his partner by putting on a barry white 
album.

perhaps the x’s should be being painted by a scientist on a 
ladder holding a bucket of paint and a paintbrush

Armored Notfastenufus

Annoying 
Nevergoextinctus

Pesticide Killzit

Albino Nonvegetarianus

Grumpus Garbageaterus

Scavenger 
Canliveanywhereus

Invasivus Everywhereus

Homo Bestfriendo

Spectacularus Useless

Fastbut Notfastenufhus

Bigthingus 
Eatssmallthingus

Cute Vulnerabilus

Acreus Needsus

Vermin Eternalus

Omnivorous 
Stumphumper

Execrable Philofeceus
“Shitbug”

Invidius Gourmand

Humanus Engineerdus

alt: 

Thumper Humpfastimus

polar beartortroise

dog

bird of 
paradise

weedy 
plant

mosquito 
like 

thing

clown 
fish

blue 
whale

corn

cockroachy 
mean bug

orchid 
like 

fower

lobster 
like beast

ratlike 
thing

hare redwood 
tree

Geurrillavine

we take 
everything 

slowly.

two tortoises here, 
walking along.

Rodentus Sexmaniacus
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A changing world may be less 
of a problem for species that 

evolve quickly...

...or can adapt quickly...

...or might benefit from the new reality.

rats and weeds and insects (cockroaches) here are moving as fast as the hare 
perhaps, just a race scene.

[species not covered with an x on the lhs]

thriving plant

alt: as long 
as they don’t 
get too hot.

here’s lots and lots of rabbits and rats and cockroaches and weeds, running ahead of 
the tortoises.

and this is a mirror or a picture of the 
person looking at it.these are real species:

Columba livia Rattus norvegicus Pueraria lobata. 

pigeon rat kudzu

back of kids head, 
he has pointy ears, 
as he looks into a 

mirror he says:

rabbit here looking 
backwards.

we breed like 
rabbits!

certain plants 
do BETTER with 

more CO2... ...as long as 
it doesn’t get 

too hot.

Hey!
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as for how climate change 
will affect humans...

...it’s a bit hard to say because 
we’re so good at adapting.

alts :

Lordovallshesurveysus

HALL OF MAN

Homo Bigbrainiosus
Toosmartforherowngoodus

finally, something 
I can care 
about.

c’mon dad, let’s 
go back to the 

animals!

kid

dad

What if ocean 
acidification destroys 

marine ecosystems?

There’s always 
farmed fish. 

Ah, but what 
would you feed 
the farmed fish? Corn! 

ah, but how are 
you going to 

grow all that 
corn? Genetic 

modification! 

my taste 
buds will 
adapt.

ah, but then the 
fish will taste less 
like fish and more 

like corn.
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but it will definitely be easier for the wealthy...

of course ADAPTATION won’t necessarily be easy.

...than for the poor.

 [Air conditioning, move, etc.] Perhaps visually indicate rich person here.

here i imagine featuring the trading card to the right and just a picture 
of a rich family with all their stuff... lots and lots of stuff.

here i could add some statues maybe.

here i imagine featuring the trading card to the right and just a picture of a 
poor family and their lack of stuff... no stuff at all when compared with the 

above..

[Most historic emissions have been caused by rich 
people and the rich world. Get facts here.] And 

visually indicate poor person here.

Here maybe the people have the same outfits and 
props as the family of animals on page 2.

Homo Sapiens Opulentus

Homo Sapiens Penuriosus

this is a 
threat to my 
QUALITY OF 

LIFE. this is a threat 
to my actual 

life.
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...heat waves...

you can see the gap between rich and poor 
when you look at SEA LEVEL RISE...

...extreme weather...

But we can just say inside or move north! sweating poor person

On the plus side, 
we’ve got A/C and 

ICED MARGARITAS!

This 4x4 
handles it all.

Our TIN ROOF 
doubles as a 

FLOTATION DEVICE.

On the plus side, 
in the WINTER 
it won’t be so 

COLD. 

oh, no!

my summer 
home!

oh, no!

my farm!

Floods? 

Dust
 storms?
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$6 for a 
frappuccino?

...higher food prices...

...and disease outbreaks.

...and this side just shows a graveyard

both these are silent panels, the first 
shows a rich world kid at the doctors 

office, maybe getting a shot, maybe just 
being treated...

fortunately, by the end of this century we’re likely to see 
MORE RICH PEOPLE and FEWER POOR PEOPLE.

 $6 for a 
bag of 
rice? Guess I won’t buy 

another until 
tomorrow. 

 Guess I won’t 
buy another 
until next 
month.

yeah, tell it to me 
again!

remember the 
HAPPY STORY 

we told in 
chapter 1?

poor person says this:
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family at the museum
girl child

aybe they’re in a gated community, and people are trying to 
climb over or break down the gates or launch catapults. 

(Maybe they’re in a medieval castle?) And the attackers are 
labeled (on their clothes or on their weapons or ??) with 

“climate refugees”, “storms”, “food supply”, etc.

mom

scientist

But even those who BENEFIT FROM ECONOMIC 
GROWTH will face BIG CHALLENGES...

...and there’s a chance that even the rich 
will be OVERWHELMED.

whaddya mean 
I can’t EAT 

MONEt?
I miss all that 

biodiversity.

Climate refugees, storms, food 
supply. Maybe someone says this 

transition to Ch10:

I miss BEACHES.

without a doubt, those who are LEFT BEHIND by 
economic growth will suffer the most.

 That’s especially unfair since 
we haven’t contributed much 

to the problem.
perhaps here there’s a refugee camp, 
and in the final panel the rich family 

are being invited in.

D (climate 
refugee):

Especially 
towards the 
end of the 
century.



 chapter 10
beyond 2100

Character #1:

The world will continue beyond 2100, you know. 

Character #2: 

At least we hope so! 

[Maybe in this image they’re trying to look over the horizon? And in the next 
chapter (on Uncertainty) they’re trying to look through a fog?]

looking farther over the horizon
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these frames feature different species and their decendants.

they around the people, who age and change styles and have kids... but then their dog has puppies, 
and a family of rats living in the wall, and pigeons on the window sill also reproduce and age.

8 year old girl says this to blushing 8 year old boy, 
or maybe the boy is running away, or sticking out his 

tongue and saying “yuk!”

this 4C is integrated into a road signs this time, 
and a car with the family is waiting in front of 

it, stopped, as if looking at it.

We’ve been focusing on the impacts of 
climate change in this century.

in other words, We’ve been focusing on 
how climate change will affect us...

...and our children and grandchildren.

and maybe our children 
and grandchildren.

4 C
by 2100
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But even if we went cold turkey and stopped emitting 
greenhouse gases today...

...human-induced climate change 
would continue beyond 2100.

In fact, temperatures and sea 
levels would continue to rise for 

hundreds of years.

call back to aliens shutting down the party in chapter 7.

saying stop, party’s over...

it’s a party train, like a party bus.

alien trying to stop the train, 
but even though his feet are 

firmly planted, he gets pushed 
back like mr incredible or 

super man.

perhaps this scientist is seated 
atop the bau car, pointing 

backwards toward the turkey, 
which has just gone past 

the 4C

bau is a race car

and “cold turkey” is a 
turkey...

though maybe it needs to be 
a crappy  older race car and 
there’s a turkey in a helmet 

driving it.

the car from frame one is still 
stopped before the sign, but 

now the turkey mobile and the 
bau race car speed past it and 

whip past the 4c sign.

I said “Stop”, 
 by zorg!

stop!
party’s over.

They’d just rise 
MORE SLOWLY 
than if we KEEP 

POLLUTING.4 C
by 2100
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One reason for these very long-term 
impacts is that CO2 is a long-lived gas.

About half of the CO2 we’re emitting now will 
still be warming the planet in 100 years...

...and about half of that amount will 
still be at it in a thousand years. 

Long live CO2!

Well, that’s not 
really what we 

meant.

Or NUCLEAR 
WASTE. 

as far as humans 
are concerned, 

that’s pretty much 
FOREVER.

Like TATtOOS.

SILENT PANEL, WITH 
OLD MAN LOOKING 

UPWARD...
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Another reason is that the 
earth’s climate system is fairly 

sluggish.

This means that the planet doesn’t respond 
instantaneously to changes in energy balance.

instead it responds gradually...

...And gradually can mean hundreds or thousands of years.

a slug with a world instead of 
a shell

3 panels here: 
panel 1: scientists stand next to each 

other, one holds a stick

panel 2: 

first scientist pokes second scientist 
with a stick 

panel 3:

the other scientist jumps out of the 
way, saying ouch

3 panels here: 
panel 1: scientists stand next to each other, one holds a stick

panel 2: 

first scientist pokes second scientist with a stick 
panel 3:

the other scientist jumps out of the way, saying ouch

this d also starts with the two scientists standing next to each other, but this time there’s 2 or 3 panels of 
poking before the scientist says ouch.

poke

poke
preparing to 

poke

preparing to 
poke

poker looks 
at pokee

poker looks 
at pokee

ouch!

ouch!

this d features one scientist and the slug.in the first panel, it’s just the scientist 
and the slug next to each other.then there’s about 20 little panels before the 

slug never says ouch, panels bleed off the page.

i’m happy to let the frames tell the time...frames arranged like this imply the 
passage of time, so more frames, more time.

i think this reads best if the 
person here walks in the 

other direction.

so the objective of the 
poker is to turn around the 

moving thing.

and in this frame, 
the person is 
finally turned 

around.
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 One especially 
sluggish part of  
the earth system is  

sea level rise. Maybe a science class or some such scene 
with two “experiments” up front. One 

experiment is a giant pot of water over a 
small flame, and the other is a giant block 

of ice on the table. And maybe the two 
experiments are labeled:

Thermal 
Expansion

Melting Snow 
and Ice

And all the students are 
sleeping

Zzzzzzz

...might be higher 
than high TIDE 

 was in 2o00.

low TIDE 
 in 2100...

fish and crabs

with head just 
barely above the 

water.

stretching  down 
with toe

in deep water suit with 
bubbles rising.

with toes just 
barely in the water.

climbing into boat 
perhaps.

once glaciers start 
to melt it’s hard to tell 

when they’ll stop.

We saw in Chapter 8 that seas are likely to rise about 2 FEET BY 2100.

but there’s a good chance seas will CONTINUE to rise for centuries.
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Melt all of Greenland and the seas would 
rise by about 20 feet. 

Melt the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and 
you’d get another 20 feet. 

Melt all of Antarctica and you’d get 
another 200 feet of sea level rise.

Goodbye Florida.

Goodbye XYZ. brainstorms:

manhattan?

east 
village?

Goodbye Golden 
Gate Bridge.

of course, melting mile-thick ice sheets would take 
MANY HUNDREDS of years.
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but... who knows what the world will look like in hundreds of years?

we could have 
UNDERWATER 

CITIEs...

we could discover 
technogical 
miracles...

...or return to the 
stone age.

...or wind up 
swimming with 

 the fishes.

the world 
population could be 

2 billion...

...or 36 billion.

To see how hard it is to look beyond 2100, 
imagine someone in 1900... 

...trying to anticipate today’s world. 

or perhaps this is people lounging on an old 
fashioned boat, or in the same position as the 

guys on the lhs

Maybe a time machine goes 
back to 1900 and finds a 

farmer? 

satellite-guided 
Tractors? 

Antibiotics? 

Computers? What kind of 
nonsense are you 

talking?

girl looking down into the water.

kids and scientist in rowboat.

boy

Howdy 
stranger.
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in fact, when the swedish chemist arrhenius   
   first studied climate change 100 years ago...

...he thought the results would be good.

...will bring 
forth much more 

abundant crops 
than at present.

Of course, he lived 
in Sweden. 

he’s 
puttering 

around in the 
garden or in 

a field:

the increasing 
percentage of carbonic 

acid [co2] in the 
atmosphere...

this just shows how tough it is to make predictions...

...especially about the future.

the boy on the rowboat 
says this stuff.

same kids from first panel of this spread.

in 100 years we’ll all be 
better off because of 
economic growth...

...unless we’re 
worse off because 

of environmental 
degradation.
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...the long time span associated with global warming...

 In sum, although the general trajectory for  
the earth’s climate seems clear...

...is one of the TWO MAJOR ISSUES 
that add UNCERTAINTY to the 

problem of climate change. 

scientist to kids in 
rowboat.

perhaps kid in boat looks 
down into the water and 

asks this question.

slug here, completing 
the idea.

What’s the other 
major issue?

Uncertainty.

slug 
says:

The choices YOU MAKE 
will have consequences 
for your great great 

great grandchildren.

I’M JUST GETTING 
STARTED.

the little girl is wide eyed 
excited...

the little boy is diving out of 
the boat to get away.



 chapter 11
uncertainty

Something here. [Maybe the intro pages in Part II can all play with 
the “Five Chinas” characters in some way? (Except here maybe there 
are 7 of them because of population growth.) Maybe in this image 
they’re trying to look over the horizon—as in the last chapter—

but this time through a fog?] [Or maybe folks here are looking at 
a bell curve with a fat tail? Or maybe a bell-curve-shaped dragon 

with a fat tail?]



In this chapter we’re going to take a 
break from likely outcomes... ...and think for a bit about 

unlikely outcomes.

i just got 
in a fender 
bender...

congratulations, 
it’s a girl!

today was the 
usual blah, blah 

blah.

The CEO GOT 
FIRED and the 

building almost 
BURNED DOWN 

and someone 
got the EBOLA 

VIRUS...

congratulations, 
it’s sextuplets!

...with an alien 
spacecraft.

guy on phone in front of 
crumpled car

we’ll come back to him on car 
insurance page

2



When it comes to climate, unlikely outcomes  
are, well, unlikely... 

...but unlikely doesn’t mean impossible.

We can see this by looking at the past predictions of climate scientists.

a call-back to the crystal 
ball plugged into a 

computer 

4 C
by 2100

BAU
Could 

temperatures 
increase by 6C? 

Yes, but that 
would be 

unlikely.

Or by  
only 1C?

EXTRA SUPER  
dUPER unlikely: 

Look, I won the LOTTERY!

UNLIKELY: The 
odds are 1 in 3.

VERY unlikely: 
The odds are 1 in 10.

EXTREMELY 
unlikely: The 

odds are 1 in 100.

3



   while Many scientific predictions about climate change have hit the target...

both for better...

...others have missed:

...and for worse.

Fill in the details above 
and add two more once AR5 

comes out.  

in front of cows here.

we thought seas would rise this much...

... and they did.

we thought 
methane 

would rise this 
much...

we thought 
arctic glaciers 
would melt...

...but it rose 
less.

...but not this 
fast.

we thought temp 
would rise this 

much...

...and they did.

4



in other words, sometimes 
scenarios scientists thought 

were unlikely...

...actually came to pass.

tough luck.

maddening though it is, this sort of 
uncertainty is unavoidable.

XYZ is VERY 
UNLIKELY.

News flash: xyz 
just happened.

ARRRGH!
Lottery 
winner: 

5



SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
some of the uncertainty comes from all the 

positive feedback loops in the climate system. 

And to complicate matters there are also negative feedback loops. 

melankovitch and the 
feedbacks rocking 

out here!

incredible screetch 
comes out of the 

speaker. 

bandmates hold their 
ears.

Hey dummy, 
don’t put the 

MICROPHONE 
in front of the 

SPEAKER!

See FEEDBACK LOOPS in 
the glossary for more.

...negative feedback loops 
PUT ON THE BRAKES.

Instead of AMPLIFYING 
CHANGES...

6



SCREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

Surprise!
 monster pops out of gift box:

Another challenge is the complexity of 
the earth’s climate system.

All this complexity means that climate models are imperfect... 

...so we should be prepared for surprises.

 one of the scientists slowly pulls the ribbon 
off the large present.

scientists over here looking apprehensive, 
perhaps one even swears, with her head in 

his hands:
*#$&!

Hey, what’s this?
I think we’ve stuffed 
everything inside.

just finished stuffing stuff 
into the computer, empty 

boxes everywhere.

But there’s a large 
wrapped box on the 
floor, and in frame 

2 somebody says

silent panel

7



Dealing with uncertainty is a challenge...

...and dealing with climate change uncertainty is a huge challenge.

If REALITY turns out to be BETTER than we’d thought...

...then business as usual might not BE SO BAD.

D: Carbon emissions aren’t 
growing so fast, climate 

sensitivity is low, etc. 

There’s a 2% chance 
you’ll DIE unless 
we do SURGERY.

Maybe another operating room scene, but this time the planet is 
on the table? Maybe a line about

We better not MESS THIS UP.

But if we do surgery 
there’s a 4% chance of 

COMPLICATIONS. 

Now you be careful. 
You DODGED A BULLET 

back there. 

they’re leaving 
the hospital with 

a line about:

Alt: Everybody’s happy and the doctor waves and says

Take care now!

8



...then business as usual could be 
CATASTROPHIC.

But if REALITY turns out to be WORSE than we’d thought...

just a bit picture here picture, with 
sea level rise and a big dust storm and 

everything falling apart. 

D: Carbon emissions are 
growing faster, climate 
sensitivity is high, etc.

and i thought it was just 
science fiction.

9



All this talk of POTENTIAL CATASTROPHES 
should make you think about INSURANCE. 

it’s not likely that you’ll get in a 
horrific car accident...

...or become deathly ill...

...but it’s a smart idea to buy insurance just in case.

You should at least 
have CATASTROPHIC 

COVERAGE. 

Like car 
insurance!

and health 
insurance!

call back to the guy who’s car was 
flattened by an alien spacecraft on 

page 2.

and guy being pushed along on a 
stretcher

10



Similarly, the odds of climate impacts being MUCH WORSE 
THAN ANTICIPATED are not very high... 

...but it might be a smart idea for the human race to buy 
insurance just in case.

you can buy insurance for all kinds of things...

...but how do you buy insurance for the whole planet?

it’s unlikely.

flood 
insurance.

pet 
insurance.

death 
insurance.

even alien 
abduction 
insurance.

life 
insurance.

11



...is to reduce 
emissions of 
co2 and other 
greenhouse 

gases.

well, the best way 
to insure the earth 

against climate 
change..

and we’ll be 
talking about that 
more in the next 
part of the book.

12
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